Abstract -The paper gives the results of tests carried out f o r utility operational s t a f f (experts) t o estimate the form and parameters of a probability density function of e r r o r s (which are committed by experts) in evaluation of peak loads at receiving buses. Special computer simulation studies were designed and executed t o analyze the effects of load estimation e r r o r s on the results of power distribution systems performance calculations. From t h e results of simulation tests, probabilistic models of calculational e r r o r s made on t h e distribution systems were formulated.
I. INTRODUCTION
A basic f a c t o r in distribution system design and operation is power consumption at system nodes. A proper evaluation of loads is an essential point in correct calculations and analysis of power distribution systems [41. The acquisition of this d a t a i s compiex because of t h e large number of nodes.
As a
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In operational practice in Poland 141 load d a t a f o r the performance calculations and analysis of distribution circuits are acquired from t h e power utility operational staff (expert evaluations). The utility staff (experts) evaluate loads on t h e basis of possessed knowledge on results of sporadic (usually annual) measurements of receiving transformers peak loads and d a t a on customers supplied from transformers. Those assessments are loaded by e r r o r s which influence on the accuracy of t h e system analysis. This paper presents results obtained from measurement and simulation studies on the effect of expert evaluations of load on the efficiency of the decision processes in power distribution systems.
The next section presents outcomes of comparative t e s t s between expert evaluations of peak load at receiving buses and measurement data. The simulation experiment designed t o analyze the effect of unreliable load evaluation on t h e results of distribution system performance calculations is described in Section 111. Section IV presents probabilistic models of calculation e r r o r s made on systems on the basis of load values estimated by experts. Conclusions and f u t u r e directions are presented in Section V.
TEST DATA ACQUISITION
In order t o evaluate t h e quality of load evaluation by experts in power distribution systems an experiment was designed and carried out. For an existing municipal 15 kV distribution system the measurement of daily peak load was taken at 26 randomly selected 1510.4 kV receiving transformers.
A t the same time the experts were asked to evaluate the loads. Seven experts from the local power utility took p a r t in the experiment. 
The result off the approximation (2) was confirmed by using a Chi-square test with a significance level a = 0.05 Ill. The probability' density function f o r BT (-90, 900, 1.275, 12.75) The resulting model ( 2 ) was used t o evaluate possible e r r o r s made in power distribution system computations.
SIM1JLATION EXPERIMENTS
In order Li to investigate the effect of unreliable evaluation of loads on receiving buses o n t h e results of system computations a special computer simulation experimrmt was designed and carried out. The goal of the simulation experiment was to determine forms and parameters of probability density functions f o r possible e r r o r s in calculations of basic quantities that characterize operating conditions of a power distribution system.
The simulation process consists of multiple repeated computations of power flows, bus voltages, voltage drops, power and energy losses f o r randomly changed values of peak loads on receiving buses: 
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Lack of reliable load data on system buses makes it difficult t o obtain likelihood results of operational and optimization computations made on distribution systems. To find out the effect of unreliable expert evaluations on the efficiency of t h e decision processes in a system sirnulation studies were k performed. ( 4 ) power flow studies were made. As a result, n realizations of a s e t of output quantities were obtained. The following quantities that characterize opera t i ng con d it i on s of pow er distribution systems were analyzed: active and reactive peak load on the supplying bus, active power losses in lines, transformers and total, daily energy losses, and sum of voltage squared deviations on receiving buses for whole system and f o r one feeder, respectively (' Table 2 ) .
For each realization of a load vcctor P S . Table 2 . Parameters of e r r o r distributions for se I ec t ed output quanti ties o u t p u t Q u a n t i t i e s Data acquired i n this way were used to formulate and confirm probabilistic models of the output quantities. On thc basis of the premises of the central limit theorem 111, it was assumed t h a t the probability distributions of the e r r o r s are normal. l h e statistical hypothesis was tested by the KolrnogorovSmirnov test 111. The results of the test showed t h a t the probability distributions of the e r r o r s in most cases may be approximated by normal distributions. The estimated parameters of e r r o r distributions f o r the investigated output quantities a r e shown i n Table 2 . In Figure 2 , histograms of observed cri-01's and the approximating probability density functions a r e shown for selected quantities. Poland, His main research activity concerns automated power distribution systems with interests in s t a t e estimation and applications of probabilistic methods.
